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ABSTRACT
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the communication styles and the nature of,interactions between
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focused generally on: (1) telling parents what college'life is like
and about some of the major concerns and worries of students, and (2)
presenting parents with different models of interacting with
students. Two major communication prograMs consisted primarily of a

/ series of mailings to parents and third involved direct personal
,contact withparents during a summer orienta ion. The results showed
that in general, parental reactions were .q to positive. Also, the
series of mailed treatments appeared to hav little or no impact on
parental communication styles..In conclusio it appeared that for
the type of parents who participated in this program, a,mailed
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The relationship between child and parent remains critical cyan as

the child enters college (Bloom & Kennedy, 1970). This is often a diffi-

cult and stressful period for both. The student faces new challenges and

adjustments to a new environment during a period when he is away from his

parents. The college freshman is striving for independence and self-

confidence and is often- hanging his-views of himself and t o e around

him. Parents are not available on a day-to-day basis td observe, accept,

let alone cope with these changes. 'A lack of knowledge about each oth

concerns and poor communication .styles are major factors in parent-student

conflicts (Bardie, 1970). How these conflicts are resolved can have n

act on the future development of the studaK(7-; he becomes more indepen-

dent and mature (Katz 1968).

A communication gap between college students and their parents-does

exist. Significant discrepancies have been found between parent and student

.expectations about college li;p\and the relative impertance of'goals for

atteLaing college (Braskamp, 1970). Parental and student perceptions about

the campus environment have also been found to be incongruent, regardless

of whether or not the studentswere freshmen'Or upperclassmen (Brown, .1972).

Other investigators have found similar differences between student and par-
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ental attitudes toward campus "regulations (Billings, 197b Tautfest & Young,

1970), moral values (Johnson, 1969), and academic freedom, philosophy of

education, and self-government (Crookston, Keist, Ivey, & Miller, 1967).

Recent studies suggest that the parental-student communication and issue

gap actually increases during the student's first year (Hubbell, Sjogren,
,

& Boardman, 1970, and Hurst, Munsey,& Penn, 1971).

Until recently, program efforts to bridge the communication gap have

been devoted almost entirely to helping students; but in isloation from

their parents. 'Berdie (1970)', however, suggests that the major responsi-

bility for establishing better communication rests with the parents.

Purpose of Communication Programs

Three communication programs were designed to improve the communication

styles and the nature of interactions between parents and their college sons

or daughters. The programs focused generally on: 1) telling parents what

college life is like and what are some of the ma concerns and worries of

students, and 2) presenting parents with different dels of interacting

with students. Two major communications programs consisted primarily of a

series of mailings to parents and a third involved direct personal contact

with parents during a summer orientation. The Programs were operational during.

the winter, late summer, and early fall.

Description of Program I
's

Program'I consisted of a series of mailings to parents distributed during.

the latter part of the first semester, just to and immediately following

Christmas.vaeation. These regular mailings consisted of written material

rwhich described the collegiate experience and focused on the major concerns
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and worries of college students. Four major themes were chosen: 1) Voca-

tional Planning, 2) Social Life, 3) Academic Life, and 4) Searching for

Independences Each topic was treated in ,three different formats.. The

first format was a one page montage of headlitiv from the student newspaper

backed by a 250 word editorial commentary, which described problems students

face. Th Academic Life editorial discussed educational innovations and the
?....

Vocationtl Planning editorial elaborated on the changing work world. Under

the Social Life heading, dating and new social patterns associated with

group living were the major topics and student desires to "make up their
I

own mind" was the central theme of the.Searching for Independence editorial.

The second format for each topic was a one page, mock Parent-Student

1'

Dialogue, which presented a conflict situation related to the particula4

theme of the series. Parents were asked to think about how the son or

daughter in(ehe dialogue felt and what response or course of action the

parent should pursteW The possible effects of each parental response were

br'efly described.

(L.
Essays, which focused specifically on college life, comptised the third

format. While the editorials dealt with the topics in the context of gen-
-

eral adolescent problems, the one-page essays dealt with more immediate

concerns of students.

Of major interest was whether or not a relatively modest and inexpen-

sive treatment -- a series of mailings -- could have an impact upon parental

communication styles. The fbllowing research hypotheses were made:

The mailed descriptions of student life and parent-
student conflict situations will:

Have a-significant effect on the frequency of
paxent-student communication.
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Ho. 2 Have a significant effect on paiental behavior
in parent-student conflict situations.

Ho. 3 Have a significant effect on parental attitudes
toward youth.

Ho. 4 Have a greater effect on parents whose sons apd
daughters also receive material than on parents
whose sons and daughters did not also receive
material.

Sanple and Procedure

A total of '280 parent couples were randomly selected from all freshmen

parents who did not live in the Unive 'rsity town, had not attended the Univer-

sity, and had no other son or daughter at the University. One half were

parents of male freshmen students and one half were parents of female fresh-

,i-aen students. Seventy parent couples were randomly placed into each of the

groups: two treatment groups, one placebo control group, and One pure control

group.' Group I consisted of parents Who alone were sent program material,

/whereas Group II was comprised of parents whose 'sons and daughters also

received program material parallel to that sent parents in terms of themes,

but from a parental point of view. Parents in Group III received placebo

information while parents in Group IV did not receive any mailed information.
.

. Groups I and II. were sent program material related to a particular
4

theme distributed over a ten-day period. The mailings began in November ,

Asa,.

and terminated in, late January. Parents in the placebo group,were

cally sent standard promotiOnal material about the University. The topics

were generally unrelated to parent-student concerns and served as a control

..for the fact that they were recipients of a special University mailing. Re-
,

turns were received from 86% of all parents who received the assessment.

.
.
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ijmiLumcntat i on ansl Analvst

Both fathers and moth in all our groups completed ur page

assessment inventory. Included w e six scales comprising a-Discussion 40

Topic Survsf, four.scalesin an Activity Reaction Inven,tory, an Attitude

Toward Youth Scale and-several individual items related to evaluation and

use of the Communication Program material. The scales were piloted and
, .

.

.

revised from earlier institutional Studies. Table 1 presents a descrip

of the scales and theif reliabilities.
t \.

I

1
.

* * A * * * * *

[

Insert Table 1 About Here

On the Discussion Topic Survey items,Iparents answered the\question

"How 'frequently do you talk with your son or daughter about. . ." by

marking "very often", "occasionally", "rarely", or kever". The Activity

Reaction inventory included brief descriptions of.student activ ties and

parents were asked to decide what they would do if their son o daughter
. .

engaged in such ac'tiv'ities. Par'ents had five alternatives raging from

"Take Disciplinary Action" to "Do' Nothing at A4 ". They we e also asiced

for their degree of agreement with statements about outh orr,the Attitude.

Toward Youth Scale.

Four geparate planned comparisons were made: 1) Parents only treatment.

..versus parents tudents treatment; 2) Parents only treatment versus Placebo;



3) Parents Only treatment versus Control; and 4) Placebo versus Control. The

comparisons represept four of a possible six two-group comparisons, but the
A

contrasts were not orthogonal to each -other.. They did, however, provide

the most direct test for the hypotheses.

A, three way factoral ANOVA design was employed for each comparison for

each to the 11 scales. The fir'st faCtor was the treatment factor containing

the two groups used in each specific comp,erisOn. The second and third factors
.

..were the se* of parent alid sex of fhild. Since the eight groups formed by

the 2x2x2 design were unequal in size, the data were analyzed using the

method of unweighted means (Dayton, 1970).

Result_s.

.Table 2 lists the scales for which. vhe differences between treatments,

sex of parents and sex of students were statistically significant at the .05

level. Only twice did parents in the groups respond differ9tly. Parents

in'the Placebo group discussed controversial behavior more frequently than

those in the Parents only treatment group. In general, parents of male

students responded to the items in much the same way as did parents of fe-7

males.

Insert Table 2 About.Here
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The most frequent occurring differences were obtained in the mother vs.

father re:yonses. Mothe and fathers generally reacted differently on

scale items which dealt with the frequency with which parents talked to

their son or daughter. In all instances mothers talked to,the child more

'aboUt the topic than the fathers, and in, general, mothers had a more posi-

tive attitude toward you.th1than fathers,
4

In response to the Evaluation items, ninety-one .percent of the parents

- in the two treatment groups indicated they had read all or most of the mater-
.

ial and,s.aven -nine percent indicated an interest in participating again..

Over two-thi ds rated the material as good or outstanding.. The amount of

sharing that took place is noteworthy... Seventy-seven percent of the responding

. parents said they,had discussedrihematerial with each other and sixty-eight

\
,, percent had talked about it with their son or daughter. Only aboUnne-fourth

had talked about the' material with a friend.

it

Conclusion

The zre-airlidtts had little or no effect despite the fact thit parents

read and discussed the program material among themsel es. Mothers generally

reacted consistently' different than fathers, reg dle s. of whether the
.

, I

chile was male or female. The program was appa ently an effective public.

Yelations device, but either it was not powerfu g'h to have an impact

on parent-student interactions or the outcome measures Were not sensitive

enohh to note changes.

cription of Program 'II

1

Program II was a direct personal contact- program with groups of phrents

who participated a parent-Student summer orientation at-the University.

The basic'objectiveyas to provide parents with information about students
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and related campus issues. Within the informational context of the program,

an attempt was made to assess the effect of differing types of program pre-

sentations on the ensuing information needs of-participaing parents.

Five diStinctly different presentations -were developed. Four of these

efforts duplicated the themes employed in Program. I; namely, Vocational

Planning,' Social Life, Academic Life, and Searching for Independence.' A

fifth presentation was a general approach encompassing all four areas of

'concern.

Each ot the presentations°followed the same general format, with slight

doviatiow; due towthe laAVidual styJes of the three presentr; who ;:hared
94

lradel:ship.responsibilit es: For all but the general presentations, the

parcdts were idtroduded to the topic for the 45 minute session by a brief

one page. hand out whichlattempted to stimulate their thinking relative to

the dayas theme. After the parents were given a chance to read and think

about the.mat&rial, the presenter addressed his remarks to a clarification

of the issues. Questions and reactions were encouraged throughout. At the

conclusion of the session the paN were provided with an opporturiity to

make a written .request for additional information.

Sample 'and Procedure

_In the summer of 1971 all students accepted to the fall freshmen

class At the Universalong with their parents;, were invited to attend

a one day summer orientation program on the campus. A total of 24 different

sessions of the orientation were conducted. The sample for this present

study consisted of the 1,497 parents who chose to attend this orientation.

Program II dealt solely with the daily 5 minute sessions that were

,held with t arent.groups.-These;1,0. `'barge group sessions, with one
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et.

presenter. An attempt was made to distuibute the'five. topics in a random

fashion, over the.24 days of the orientation. However, the equality of

presentations was not obtained and there was a considerable variation'in

group size with 37 in one group and as many as 120 in another.

At the conclusion of the program parents were provided with information,

request card by which they could request additIonal ill.f<nation about

University students and: 'Vocational Planning, Social Life, Academic Life,

and Searching for Independence. Iij additlion to the information provided

by the requests, an administrative sistant made behavioral observations of

the number of people present, as well as the number 'of- questions asked.

Results

The average group of 62 pareitts asked roughly 5 questions during the

45 minute period. A ;otal'of 436 cards were returned by the participants,

averaging 18 cards for each of the 24 presentations. The parents in the

Searching for Independence presentation returned the highest 'percentage of

cards per session (454. The lowest return rata came from the parents in

'the Social Life presentation (19%). Thd return rate percentage is presented

in detail in Table 3 which alsq indicateq, the type of material requested

after the presentatiitns.

.*

Insert Table 3 About Here

*
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The highest Overall need was for additional Vocational Planning infor-

mation ('79 %), C4hile the smallest number (53%) requested Searching for Inde-

pendence material. Table 3 also p.resents information that could be related

to the effectiveness of specific presentations on the information reque4ts\

in the presented areas. For example 80% of the parents in the Vocationdl

Information. presentation requested additional vocational material.. Using

the General Pyesentation as a group for Comparison, Vocational information

and AcademicLife requests remained thesame for both groups. However, with

the Social Life and the Searching for Independence groups, the requests

fdr more material relative to the presentation showed decreases of about 10.

and 13 percept respectively.

Conclusion
ct

The procedure of varying gram presentations in a parent orienta-

tion proved to be workable in meeting and assessing parent information

needs about'collega'life. Ihformation concerning vocations and the world

of work was most frequently requested. As for the effectiveness of the

five.presentations,'the discussion of campus social life.was most effective

in reducing the information needs of parents, while the focus on changing

values and modes of behavior in the Independence presentation produced the

greateMamount of desire for additional information.

Description of Communication Program III

The third"program in the series was similar to Program I, but included

.a number of modifications. In terms of the material itself, the style and

nature of the \brmat were considerably more simple-illan the elaborate presen-
..

Cations .utilized in the earlier. program. For each Of the for topics,

/rent
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*Vocational Planning, Social Life, Academic Life, and.the-Searching for Inde-

pendence, a two page presentation was developed. The objectiveof each was

to transmit 6okparents a clear'and concise picture of student life on the

campus. IV number of brief statements related td student concerns, University

rules and policy, and sources Of assistance on the campus were included. For

exa c., in the Social Life presentation parents were i

students

d that most

spend less than five hours- per week in extra-curricular activities,

that campus religious organizations are quite active in the programming area

and that.the Recreation and Intra ural Office provides an excellent series

of experiences to students. A second part included a short 250-300 word

narrative to draw parental attention to a patticularly troublesome aspect

of student life. The Vocational material, for example, included some notions

about the unpredictability of the job market and the manner in which this

influences the student's vocational decision.making process. A.final part

contained some specific behavioral guidelines for solving common problems.

In the Academic area, a set of seven behaviors that would facilitate academ4c'

survival were included.

Additiodal modifications in the frequency and the timing of the materials

were made. Only two mailings of, material were sent to the parents. The first
t

...calling consisted of a brief cover'letter and the Vocatidnal and.Social Life

.presentations. One week-laterthis was followed by the Educational and Inde-

pendence information. The materials were sent during the first tWo leeks of

August, precedin the beginning:of.the fall semester. The intent of 'this

mailing time was to capitalize on'.,the heightened excitement .and anticipation-

of both parents and students whh usually are present at entry into

A major question ofthis study was whether/or not parents with differing

degrees of interest in the college future of their son or'daughter would be

11
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effected ,catiferently by the treatment. In this study high degree of
.

ibterest, waS.defilled as having participated in a summer orientation pro-
.

graM and requesting more information.

Two major hypotheses were tested in this study: 1) parents withdif-

feting irprest% in,coliege as defined by their participation in the various

phases of summer orientation should have different expectations of their

-son or.daughter and frequency of pareht-stuJent discussions; 2) parents
4

receiving.the treatments should differ in their exPectations and'Irequency

of parent-studehtdiscussions froth parents in the control group.

Sample and Procedure \
Y

The parents of 735 prospective freshmen studehgS were selected for
4

)1)ilitlusion in the program. Half of these arent couples received the mailed

.treatment material, while the parent couples.in,the control condition: did
.

not receive the materials until after the assessment phase. Within each

of'the treatment and control conditions, there,were three major parent

groups. Groups I and IV consisted of the 435 parents who had attended

the summer orientation program (as described, in Program II) and who had

returned cards requesting additional information. These parents were

'randomly assignedto dither the treatment or the control condition. The

second major parent group consisted of parents who had attended the or-

ientation program but who did not ask for any additional information

Groups II & V) while the third consisted of students who"did not attend

the orientation (Groups III & VI). The seventy-five parents in Groups II,

& VI represented a °random selection fromiall patents in the two

groups and were randomly placed. in thefkreatment or control groilps.



In the first week in August the parents in the three treatment groups
(

received the Vocational and the SocialLife materials, alpng with, a cover

letter explaining the nature of,the program. One.weei later they received

the Academic and Independence materials. The parents/ were informed that

an evaluati01 form wad be sent .to them in the first part of' September.

,

instrumentation and Analysis.
-----4-

.

r----
i .

.r:'.
.. ./ ! ..

.,

The assessment consisted of five separate scales in a Parental :Expect...
'',. ., '..-

tations Suryey, and five scales' in a-Vrequency'of.Discussion Checklist.

The parents of the three treatment groups also responded to a- number of

evaluation items pertaining to the mailed material. Finally, all parents

were asked to provide some demographic information. The scales were devel-

oped sq that the items reflected very closely the material sent to the

pares -es. Table 4 presents a description of the scales and their relia-

bilities.

* * * *

Inert Table 4 About Here

- *

On the Parental Expectation Sueveyparents responded to the question

"What do#you feel are the chances that,your freshMa son or daughter will

do each of the following. . ." by checking "no chanc ', "maybe", "good

possibility", And "sure thing": For the,yrequenty Discussion Checklist,

parents were asked, "In the last two weeks before your son or daughter left
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for college, did you talk about. . .". They were to answer yes or no,

and, if yes, they were to give the number of times. The frequency choices

were 1, 2, and 3 or more.

A three way factoral ANOVA design was employed to analyze each of the

tevscales. One factor contained the three levels of parental participa-

tion in the summer orientation program, i.e., attendance plus reqUest,

attendaince only, no attendance. The second andthird factors were the
.

treatment vs. control conditionand sex of the student, son, or daughter.

(-Since the twelve groups formed,by the 3x2x2 design were unequal in size,

/the. data were analyzed using the method of unweighted means (Daytbn, 1970).

Results

Table 5 lists the scales for'Which the main effects (treatment, par-

ental participation. in Orient4tion, sex of student) were statistically

significant at the .05 level. (Significant interaction effects were also

obtained for some scales but did not lead to any meaningful interpretations.)

Three of the four significant main effects were due to the sex of the stu-

dent which indicated that parents of male students did not respond in the

same way as did the parents of femal students. Parents of females had greater

social expectations and expected to discuss die topics more often with their

1
daughter while attending college than did the parents of male students.

Similarly parents of females had discussed the topics more often during

August with their daughter than'did the parents of males;

All parents in'the three treatment groups were asked to complete a

short evaluation form which was attached to the assessment. Mothers most

frequently completed the assessment with nearly dne fourth of both parents

jointly completing the survey. Neirly everyone (96%) felt the material was
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good or 'excellent. Four of every five parents talked to their spousa about

.the material and to the son or daughter; and three Afourths gave the material

to their child to read. However 60% of all parents did not talk with their

friends about the material. In summary,, parents had a very positive atti-

tude toward and were quite involved in the program:*

Conclusion

--
The purpose of this program of communication intervention was

eNamine_the effects of a less sophisticated method of communication on
,

exl)ccuidOns and student,parental'discussions. Neither Qxpec-..
4

tations and frequency of disCussion was related to receiving the material

nor was paiental interest as measured by degree of involvement in the or\

ientation program-related t ,parentil behavior. The sex'of the student..

was significant with parents of:female students'being more involved with(

c - -

their daughter's life than were parents of,male students.

General Conclusions and Discussion

Parental Reactions to the Program Material. In general, parental

reactions were quite positive. They read the material, discussed it

with each other and a Majority would have gladly participated in similar

programs again. It Seems safe to assume that parents appreciate contacts

with the University and that they will-read material tile University sends

them.

Effectiveness of the Intervention Prograjns in Changing Communication

Styles. The series of mailed treatments appeared to have little or no

impact on parental communication styles. There are several possible ex-
.

planations which the first must be that the treatments themselves,were

15
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not powerful enough to bring about change. Information alone,.espccially

in writtcn.form, has never proven to be a strong impetus for change. Some

sort of involvement in terms of a debate, dialogue, or discussion usually

serves to augment the potential impact.of information. Although the parents

in these studies did discuss the material with each other and many with

their son or daughter, this was not built
Oh,

in systematically into the ,

treatments. Other possible explanations include the educational level

of the parents - generally little or no college - and th4 possible lack

of sensitivity in the assessment devices.

Parental - Student Interactions. Among the parents in.thiS particular

stu.0, the mothers were more likel# to have discussed issues and:concerns

With Cheir student, regardless of the student's ,sex::' If .the matriarchial

pattern holds true for parent-student decision-making and conflict situa-

tions as Allsas for discussions, the mother may very well be the key) to

'bringing about change in parental-student interaction styles. This might

be less true, however, for populations with different educational and

socio-economic backgrounds.

The nature of parent-student interactions suggests a very heavy

avoidance of potential conflict producing topics, such as sex, controver-

sial behavior, and problems as opposed to sharing feelings and ideas

about experiences, world affairs, or future aspirations. While this em-

phasis is to be expected in day-to-day interactions, it indicates that

. .

parental- student interaction styles could be enriched, if. not changed, if

balance among the, topics discussed was increased.

, 4
In conclusion, it would appear that for the type of parents who par-

ticipated in this program, a mailed treatment involving written material,

J



about College'life,'studentconcerns and communication sty4es, is not-

powerful enough to hae hn impact upon parental attitudes or communication

styles. The general responsiveness, however, of parents to participation

in such'a program warrants continued efforts to involve parents in other

. .ways. Written material supplemented by phone -calls from a univbrsity staff

. member might provgkepe invevement necessary to stimulate thought and

change. . Encouraging students to discuss the same topics when they are

home, might also be a supplementary catalyst. The most potentially power-

fill.interventign, however, would be to deal with the same topi and

doncefhs.in a face-to-face situation with parents and students..

17
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TABLE

Names,, Descriptions and Relia ilities. of .te 11 Scdles
Included in the Assessment

c

,

Scale.Name !-
Discussion Topic Survey, Description R

1. World Affairs Social problems., current events, books
read, televAion shoWS

2. Abstract Sharing Peelings about life, 'where headed in'
life, occupation aspirations, reli-
q.ous-4 ethical questions

,3.. Experience Sharing College experiences; friends, past history 4 .64
J. of.family, school work and academic progress

.53

:73

.4. Problem SharinkIN Very personal problems, sex, worry, ser- .7-
ious financial and adadeMic probleMs,
embarraSsing events

5. Sex & Marriage Attitudes toward *Sex, plans for"marriage,
dating patternS, .living with otherp

`6. Controversial Be
havior Taking drugs; matching in ademonstration,

quitting school, traveling

ti

.85

4 .75

Activity Reaction Inventory

1. School, Change major, fail a course, want to drop 6 .64
out, study little, transfer to another college

2. Personal
I Have little social life, unsure about goals, 4 .65,. seem very upset, making foolish decisionsA

3. Independence
' Talk about getting married, disagree on politics, 6. .64

stay out very late, live in an apartment

4. Behavior, Not attend church, be in college demonstratip, 4 .59
be suspected & drinking, arrested by police

Attitude Toward Youth

Attitudes Toward Youth Mature, have it too easy, not realistic, 15 .76
drugs, morality, against everything,
are concerned

--



TABLE 2

SIGNIFICANT EFFECTS OBTAINED IN THE ANALYSIS OF PARENT RESPONSES

Treatment

Comparisons Scale `Effect P

1.

0

ilfarents only versus
Zarent-St/deAt World Affair's_ . Parent .01

Abstract Sharing Parent .01
Problem Sharing , Parent .05
Sex &'Marriage Student .05
School/Activties Parent .01
Indepengence Parent :.05
Attitudes Toward Youth, Parenf .01rr

P

2. Parents only
versus Placebo World Affairs Parent .01

Absttaet Parent .01
Experience Sharing' Parent
Problem Sharing Parent .05
Sex & Marriage Parent .01'
Controvorsial Behavior Treatment .05 .

School Activities Parent .05,.
Independencez . Parent .01
Behavior Student .05::

Parent - Student

versus Control World Affairs Parent .01
Abstract Sharing Parent ..01
Experience Sharing Parent .05
Experience Sharing Student .05
ProbleM Sharing Parent .01
Attitudes Toward Youth Parent .01,

4, acebo versus Control World Affairs Parent .4 ..01
Abscpct Sharing Parents .01
ExpAience Sharing Parent .01
Exp4rience Sharing Student .01
Problem Sharing Parent .01

&.Marriage Student. .01
Ojntroversial

Behavior Treatment .01
Behavior tudent .05

20



Table .3

Specifid Information Requests

of Parents Desiring

Additidnal Materials

(Percent).

ti

Presentation

7

(Percent in each

eturfting.cards) Type of -Material Requested

Vocational Socal- Academic, Indelpendence.

Vocational (31) 80*' .7 70 . 4"

'Social (19) 92o 68* 4 70 61 ,

Academic. '' (36) 72 81 67* 51

Independence (45) 82 74 69, - 46*

General (25) - 78 75 66 53'

1

Total (29) 79 .72 66 53

* Percent requesting additional information about subject area of their group
.,presentation.
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Table 4

Name,-Description, and Reliabilities of the 10 Scales

1'

Scale Name

1. Academic Expectations

. vocationalExpectatiotis

3. Social EXpTatkons

4. Independence Expectations

Description

make honor roll, get help with
studies, take pass-fail cokrse,
worry about bad grades, ,taTk to
teacher out Of class.

. .

change, major, talk. about careers,
get job; xorOfilbout voc. choice,
read abol,g- differtntoccupatton&.

date.ond a week, join campus
groupS, a e'few friends, spend
week -ends 'Campus, have petdods
of loneliness. -

become more religious,. try 'drugs,
become more independent, increase
interest.in politics, have trouble
.adjusting. I(

5. Communication Expectations ask your advice, come home monthly,
write or phone weekly, listen to
your opinion, discuss controversial
subjects with you.

6. Academic Discussions

7. Vocational Discussions

8. Social Discussions

n r*

good grades, study habits, flunking
out, competition for grades, getting
help with study problems.

current job market, importance of a
good job, part=time job, vocational
.future, deciding on a college major.

dating, fraternities & sororities,
making new friends, joining campus
organizations, college social life.

9. Independence Discussions going' to church, drugs, dembnstra-
\

tions, cost of college, paying

10. Communication Discussions

* n = 299

'their own way.

keeping in touch with home, calling
frequently, asking for advice, com-
ing home on week-ends, areas of
disagreement.

4

5 8.07

,

5 ...54

5 .46

5 .42

't

5 .34

.735

5 .52

5 .74

5 .56

5 .50



4.

Takla 5

I

o SignificAt Effects Obtained in the Analysis

of Parental .Responses

Scale ,

Social Expectations

,Communication' Expectatiops
.

Discussiths-

Social Discussions

Effect P

.105Sex of Student (Females higher)

Sex of Student (Females higher) .01

Sex of Student (Parents talked more to females) .05°

Sex
/ of Student (Parents talked more to fethales)

.

.01

4


